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Oxidation catalysis—electronic theory revisited
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Abstract

Transfer of electrons between reacting molecules and solid oxide catalysts is shown to be a much more complex phenomenon th
in the electronic theory of catalysis. Interface electron transfer requires matching energy and symmetry of frontier orbitals; the
energy levels of the reacting molecule must correspond to the region of high density of states of the solid. This can be achieved
activation of adsorbing molecule or through generation of defects, introduction of dopants, or deposition of the active phase on a
form oxide-monolayer-type catalysts. An example of the interaction of methane and V2O5 with various defects is discussed. It is shown t
the cleavage of the C–H bond in primary carbon proceeds by transfer of two electrons to the empty vanadium surface levels and
of adsorbed alkoxy and surface hydroxyl species.
 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

An organic molecule can react with oxygen along ma
possible consecutive and parallel reaction pathways, gi
a number of different products [1–4]. The role of a ca
lyst is to accelerate only one of them, very often therm
dynamically not the most favorable one, leading to the
mation of the desired product. Such selectivity of actio
the most important and characteristic feature of catalysts
makes possible the synthesis of products that would
never been formed in the absence of the catalyst becau
other more rapidly proceeding competitive processes. O
a small modification of the composition of the catalyst
variation in the method of its preparation can modify its c
alytic properties to such an extent that the direction of
reaction is changed and a new product may be formed,
ally with high selectivity [5].

Oxidation processes may be viewed as reactions
consist in the abstraction of hydrogen atom(s) and add
of one or several oxygen atoms, resulting in products wh
differ in the ratios C/H and C/O. The reactions ma
start by activation of hydrocarbon or oxygen molecules
heterogeneous catalytic processes activation of hydroca
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molecules through either homolytic C–H bond cleavage w
the formation of radicals or heterolytic C–H bond cleavag
the acid–base pair of sites is usually considered. In the l
case two possibilities are taken into account: abstrac
of hydrogen in the form of a proton and formation
an OH group and a carbanion fragment linked to a m
cation, or abstraction of a hydride ion and formation
an alkoxy group and a metal–hydride type complex [6
However, experimental evidence has revealed the pres
at oxide surfaces of only alkoxy and OH groups, hinting t
both parts of the C–H bond become bonded to the sur
oxygen atoms [7]. Depending on whether oxygen or
organic molecule is activated the reactions can be class
as electrophilic or nucleophilic oxidation processes [8
They require the participation of different types of oxyg
in electrophilic oxidation O2∗, O2

−, and O− species [10] are
involved, whereas in nucleophilic oxidation the lattice ox
O2− ions perform the nucleophilic attack on the activa
organic molecule [11]. The first class of processes lead u
conditions of heterogeneous catalysis to total oxida
(combustion); the second class can be carried out
high chemo-, regio-, and stereo selectivity [12]. Depend
on whether after activation of an organic molecule
abstraction of hydrogen to form an adsorbed alkoxy spe
the second hydrogen is abstracted from theα-carbon or the
β-carbon, an oxygenated molecule or an olefin is form
Abstraction of a hydrogen atom from the olefin results
eserved.

http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jcat
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the formation of an allylic species or its homologues [1
Further transformations, consisting in the abstraction of
second H atom and/or the addition of oxygen or an
group, lead to formation of dienes, aldehydes, acids
nitriles, respectively, all of great industrial importance [14

Oxidation of organic molecules usually proceeds by
Mars–van Krevelen mechanism, in which the molecule
oxidized by the catalyst, which is then reoxidized by g
phase oxygen. Thus, the catalyst must be characterize
facile change of the oxidation state of its cations. Si
transition metal oxides belong to systems that may cha
the electronic states of metals in a wide spectrum, they
the components of all active and selective catalysts.
oxidation cycle thus involves two adsorbed redox couple

RH+ O2− → R–O− + H+ + 2e−,

1
2O2 + 2e− → O2−,

of which the first injects electrons into the oxide cataly
whereas the second one extracts them from the oxide.

The first attempts to understand the exchange of elect
between a solid catalyst and a reacting molecule were
dertaken in the fifties and sixties of the twentieth century
the form of the electronic theory of catalysis, developed
Aigrain and Dugas [15], Weisz [16], Hauffe [17,18], Volke
stein [19], and others. They were attracted by the succe
of solid-state theory, which they used to explain chemiso
tion and catalysis on the surfaces of semiconducting oxi
This theory was based on the general thermodynamic r
stating that depending on the relative position of the Fe
level in the solid and the redox level of the reacting molec
electrons are transferred from the solid to the adsorbed m
cule or vice versa. The appearance of the boundary lay
s

t

the adsorbed molecules/solid oxide interface results in
bending of the energy bands of the solid until the Fermi le
achieves the position of the redox level. It was postula
that the charge on the reacting molecule is the factor
influences the reaction pathway. This model rationalize
number of known effects, such as changes of conduct
observed during chemisorption or the influence of dop
oxides with altervalent ions on the catalytic activity [20,2

The electronic theory of catalysis assumed that the s
surface is a continuum and the electron transfer depends
on the collective properties of the solid, which are expres
by the electrochemical potential (Fermi level). It did not ta
into account that the relative positions of the Fermi le
and the redox level of the molecule determine conditi
necessary but not sufficient for electron exchange. Nam
the injection of electrons from an adsorbed redox cou
into a transition metal oxide of semiconducting proper
can take place spontaneously only if the redox potentia
this couple is situated above the Fermi level and above
bottom of the conductivity band. In contrast, the extract
of the electrons from the solid may occur only wh
the redox potential is located below the Fermi level a
below the top of the valence band; see Fig. 1 [22]. T
probability of these processes is a function of the den
of states in the conductivity and valence bands, respecti
at the potentials corresponding to the redox potential of
adsorbed species. The relative positions of the energy le
in the solid and the redox potential of the reacting molec
may be adjusted by (a) formation of one or more oxide/ox
interfaces with such values of the contact potentials
the conductivity band will shift to the optimum positio
(b) doping of the oxide with altervalent ions, which w
ole
Fig. 1. Scheme of electron transfer across the adsorbate/oxide interface in the course of the heterogeneous catalytic oxidation of hydrocarbon mcules by
gas phase oxygen.
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shift the Fermi level, (c) generation of surface defects, wh
will create a broad distribution of surface electronic sta
mediating the exchange of electrons between the rea
adsorbed molecule and the surface of the oxide cata
or (d) application of an external potential. One should
that in the electronic theory no attention has been p
to the important role of the distribution of the electro
in the reacting molecule and the possibility that differ
orbitals participate in the interaction with the solid surfa
depending on the way the molecule becomes adsorbed

The spectacular development of surface science t
niques and theoretical computational methods in the
decades, together with the rapid growth of computer po
enables better understanding of the mechanism of ele
transfer across a gas–solid interface and hence of the
an organic molecule reacts at the surface of a catalyst.
ple experimental evidence had indicated that catalytic tr
formations are local phenomena, in which active sites, c
posed of a transition metal ion and oxide ions that are pre
at the catalyst surface, are involved [23]. Moreover, it w
soon understood that the surface of a solid oxide cont
complex imperfections, which play the role of local surfa
donor or acceptor levels [24]. These levels, located usu
in the band gap, may mediate the transfer of electrons
tween the solid and the adsorbed molecules. It became
clear that activity and selectivity in catalytic reactions
functions of many parameters characterizing the cata
the reactants, and the reactor [25]. Nevertheless, the t
fer of electrons between the solid catalyst and the reac
remains one of the important factors, because the clea
of the C–H bond, in which it is involved, is usually the ra
determining step of the oxidation process.

In the following the electronic properties of ideal
well as modified (by ionic surface vacancies and by dop
with potassium as well as by support on titania) V2O5(010)
surfaces are discussed. Further, the mechanism of ele
transfer between organic molecules and solid catalys
examined using results of quantum-chemical calculati
,

t

o

-

e

n

which are performed for the interaction between meth
and vanadium oxide (V), taken as an example of a trans
oxide catalyst. Since it may be assumed that the
stage of the oxidation reaction, the cleavage of the C
bond, is similar for all alkane molecules and the differ
reaction pathways observed are due to the difference
consecutive transformations of the resulting alkyl grou
methane is taken as the simplest representative of an a
molecule for description of the cleavage of the C–H bo
The objective of present studies is to find the optim
adsorption sites for two fragments (CH3 and H radicals) a
the vanadia surface; therefore preceding activation of
methane molecule is assumed. The results of calcula
are compared with the results of electrocatalytic oxida
of catechol on an electrode composed of vanadium o
supported on titania, which enable the demonstration
vanadium energy levels situated in the band gap of tit
mediate electron transfer and make the oxidation reac
possible.

2. Quantum-chemical calculations

2.1. Ideal V2O5(010) surface

To study the V2O5(010) surface a local cluster mod
(V10O31) is used, based on the assumption that the chem
behavior of selected surface sites can be described by
sections (V10O31) cut out from the oxide surface, whe
dangling bonds are, for example, saturated by hydro
atoms, leading to the V10O31H12 cluster (see Fig. 2), t
obtain a neutral cut of the surface. Such sections, ca
surface clusters, are treated as fictitious molecules (
or without adsorbed molecules); therefore their electro
structure can be obtained from standard quantum chem
methods. In our case the DFT approach is applied [26–
which in recent years has become the most succe
method for studying the surfaces and bulks as well as
n as large

Fig. 2. Geometric structure of an orthorhombic bulk V2O5: (a) stacking (010) netplane where the selected V10O31 cluster is marked, (b) V2O5(010) surface
where V10O31 cluster, as well as structurally different surface oxygen centers O(1), O(2), O(3), is marked. Vanadium and oxygen centers are show
and small balls, respectively, with connecting sticks indicating nearest neighbor relation.
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interface interactions. The electronic structure of surf
clusters is discussed by means of such parameters as a
charges [29], bond orders [30], total energies, or densitie
states (DOS). The reliability of the V10O31H10 cluster model
is discussed elsewhere [31–37].

Vanadium pentoxide forms an orthorhombic-layer-ty
lattice [38]. The V2O5(010) surface [39] represents the p
ferred cleavage plane of the crystal; therefore its struc
is mainly determined by surface local V–O bonding with
most no influence of the stacking crystal planes. There
three different (due to coordination number), oxygen c
ters accessible for incoming molecules (no steric hindra
present at this surface: terminal (vanadyl) oxygen, O(1),
ordinated to one vanadium atom through a short bond,
bridging oxygens, O(2)/O(3), coordinated to two or thre
vanadium atoms; see Fig. 2b. In addition, the surface
poses bare vanadium centers connected to bridging ox
centers.

The detailed results of the calculations have been p
lished elsewhere [31–37]; here only general conclusions
given. A comparison between the calculated atom cha
and bond orders shows very close similarity between
one-layer (V10O31) and two-layer (V20O62) clusters [37],
which confirms weak interlayer binding and a layer-ty
material. The charges of different oxygen centers s
with their coordination numbers and indicate that the bri
ing oxygen is more nucleophilic (q = −0.70/−0.87 for
O(2)/O(3)) than the terminal oxygen(q = −0.34), which
becomes important in view of the reactivity of the diffe
ent sites with respect to surface chemical reactions. Ato
charges obtained from Mulliken analysis for both V and
centers are smaller than the formal valence charges, w
indicates sizeable covalent contributions to interatomic b
ing inside the surface layers of V2O5(010). The values o
the bond orders suggest that terminal oxygen forms a
strong double bond, whereas all bridging oxygen sites
connected to their neighboring vanadium atoms by bo
weaker than single bonds. Altogether the bonding in
V2O5(010) surface is characterized as a mixture of ionic
covalent contributions.

The energetic distribution of the Kohn–Sham valence
els in the cluster can be described by the total densit
states (DOS) with a possibility of its decomposition into p
tial (atom projected) densities, PDOS. Figure 3 shows D
and PDOS for the V10O31H12 cluster (Fig. 3a), where th
V contributions, as well as those from vanadyl and bridg
oxygens, are included. The curves are smoothed by gau
level broadening (FWHM of 0.8 eV). The energy region
the occupied level is separated from that of the empty le
by a thin vertical line. The total DOS in the region betwe
−7 and 0 eV shows a multipeak structure that agrees rea
ably with the angle-resolved UPS experiment, see Fig
[32,40]. The theoretical analysis assigns the most promi
central peak to terminal oxygen O(1) and two periphe
peaks at the top and bottom of the valence region to m
tures of vanadium with bridging oxygen atoms. The vale
ic

n

-

Fig. 3. (a) Total (DOS) and atom projected (PDOS) densities of st
curves of the V10O31H12 cluster modeling the V2O5(010) surface. For
further details see text. (b) Angle-resolved He-II ultraviolet photoemiss
spectrum of a V2O5(010) surface sample taken at normal incidence fr
Refs. [32,40].

and conduction bands (associated with the vanadium co
bution) are isolated by an energy gap of about 2 eV.

2.2. Modified V2O5(010) surface

Interaction of the surface with the incoming molecu
requires fulfillment of simple quantum-chemical rules co
nected with bond formation. This means in particular t
the energies of chemically active molecular orbitals (LUM
HOMO) of the molecule should lie either below the top
valence bands or above the bottom of conduction band
the surface orbitals. However, defects, dopants, etc. cr
additional local surface energy states, which may med
the transfer of electrons. To secure the overlap the symm
of interacting orbitals should also be the same. This requ
ment is easy to fulfill since the molecule can orient itsel
a different way with respect to the surface.

2.2.1. Surface oxygen vacancies
Catalytic properties of all oxide-based catalysts dep

strongly on their ability to provide surface oxygen as a
actant. Therefore, a theoretical study of chemical/cata
properties of structurally different surface oxygen cent
as well as electronic/energetic properties of oxygen va
cies created due to oxidation reactions, can elucidate
tails of the reaction steps. Surface oxygen vacancies
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Fig. 4. Molecular energy diagram for the interaction of methane
CH3 radical with V10O31H12 cluster modeling ideal V2O5(010) surface
(column denoted as V10O31), with V10O30H12 cluster modeling the
formation of O(3), O(2), and O(1) vacancies (columns denoted as O(3
O(2)vac, and O(1)vac, respectively), as well as with K/V10O31H12 cluster
modeling the adsorption of potassium at the V2O5(010) surface (column
denoted as K(hole1) and K(hole2)). Dark shaded columns refer to de
occupied energy levels (conduction bands) whereas light shaded co
to empty levels (valence bands) of the appropriate clusters. Local s
occurring for modified surfaces are shown. For further details see text

been studied for the V2O5(010) surface by ab initio DFT
cluster calculations, where one of three structurally diffe
surface oxygens was removed from the surface cluster
the electronic structure of the resulting cluster with vaca
(V10O30) was re-evaluated [34–37]. The results of the ca
lations point out that oxygen is bound to its substrate e
ronment very strongly (energy for vacancy formation ran
between 6.5 and 7.2 eV) and may not be removed in
single step during an oxidation reaction. However, pre
sorbed atoms or molecules may weaken the surface bin
of the oxygen and facilitate the oxidation process. For
tion of surface oxygen vacancies leads to local relaxa
and results in chemical reduction of the nearby metal s
For cluster with vacancies the local occupied 3d vanadium
level appears above the O2sp valence region (see Fig. 4a
which substantiates the microscopic picture of chemica
duction of the metal sites observed also in photoemis
experiments [41]. Formation of surface vacancies by rem
ing O(2) or O(1) sites creates a local doubly occupied s
that lies very near to the conduction band, whereas O(3
cancies creates that state in the middle between the va
and conduction bands.

2.2.2. Alkali metal dopants
From experimental studies on oxidative dehydrogena

of propane it is known that potassium exhibits the stron
effect in increasing the selectivity of V2O5/TiO2 catalysts.
To study the dopant effect on the electronic/catalytic pr
erties of V2O5(010) surface potassium is adsorbed at
V10O31H12 cluster. Results of ab initio DFT cluster calc
lations point out two places for potassium adsorption:
hole between four vanadyl O(1) oxygen sites—referre
as hole 1—and the hole between the bridging O(2) and O
oxygen sites—referred to as hole 2. Potassium is foun
interact with the surface with relatively large energies (∼3.5
e

and 2.8 eV/mol for hole 1 and hole 2, respectively). It
stabilized as a cation, donating one electron to the clu
Adsorption of potassium results in the formation of a sin
occupied local state of V3d character that lies close to th
conduction band (see Fig. 4). After potassium is adsor
bonding of oxygen sites with vanadium becomes weake
which makes surface oxygens more active. However, du
short-range effects the affected oxygen sites are at the
time sterically blocked by the adsorbed potassium.

2.2.3. V2O5/TiO2 system
The properties of vanadium–oxygen clusters may be

modified by depositing them on oxide supports. Titani
oxide (IV) is the most commonly used support applied
many industrial processes. In order to study the sup
effect we have selected a V2O9/Ti3O13 cluster (see Fig. 5
in which the support layer is larger than the supported o
We have limited the vanadia layer to a V2O9 cluster, becaus
the objective of our calculations was to compare isola
and supported clusters and to find influence of the sup
which should be independent of the cluster size. Depos
of a V2O9 cluster on a Ti3O13 support changes only th
nucleophilicity of the bridging oxygen (qO(2) decreases from
−0.63 to −0.80) and leads to weakening of the V–O
bonds, which results in more mobile/active O(2) oxygen

The schematic band structure of V2O5/TiO2 as compared
to V2O5 and TiO2 is represented in Fig. 6. In additio
the modification of the band structure as the result of
formation of oxygen vacancies in the V2O9 subcluster is also
given. As expected, the valence band edge and the bo
of the conductivity band in the titanium cluster lie high
than those in the vanadium cluster. In the vanadia on tit
cluster, vanadium levels are located in the band gap o
titanium oxide cluster. The oxygen vacancy level is situa
at the bottom of the conductivity band in the V–O clus
whereas it lies above the valence band for the V–O/Ti–O
cluster.

Fig. 5. Model for vanadia supported on titania. Geometric structur
TiO2(110) netplane is given and the V2O9 cluster used to mimic vanadia a
well as Ti3O13 cluster applied to model titania are marked. Vanadium
titanium centers are shown as large balls whereas oxygen centers are
as small balls, with connecting sticks indicating nearest neighbor relat
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Fig. 6. Molecular energy diagram for the interaction of methane
CH3 radical with V2O5, TiO2, and V2O5 supported on TiO2. To model
the V2O5(010) surface the V2O9H8 cluster (column denoted as V2O9)
is used. The same surface with a vacancy is modeled by V2O8H9
cluster (column denoted as V2O8), vanadia supported on titania by th
V2O9H8/Ti3O13H14 cluster (column denoted as V2O9/Ti), titania by
the Ti3O13H14 cluster (column Ti3O13), and formation of O(2) vacanc
in V2O9 cluster supported on titania by the V2O8H8/Ti3O13H14 cluster
(column V2O8vac/Ti). Dark shaded columns refer to occupied ene
levels whereas light shaded columns refer to empty levels of the clu
Local states occurring for modified surface are shown. For further de
see text.

3. Discussion

3.1. Methane/V2O5(010) interaction

Figure 4 gives a simple molecular orbital diagram
methane interacting with a V10O31H12 cluster modeling
the V2O5(010) surface. On the left side the valence a
conduction bands of the ideal cluster, clusters with differ
oxygen vacancies, and clusters doped with potassium
schematically drawn, whereas the right side illustrates
HOMO and LUMO of CH4 and CH3 species.

It may be seen that the HOMO of methane is located
the energy range of the valence band of the solid; there
no interaction can be expected. Its LUMO partner lies v
high, so transfer of electrons from the solid would requ
very high energy. The energies of interacting systems ma
made to match either by activation of the reacting molec
or by modification of the electronic structure of the so
surface. Activation of CH4 via cleavage of the C–H bon
of methane results in the formation of CH3 and H radicals.
The position of the SOMO of methyl species (located n
the bottom of the conductivity band) enables facile tran
of one electron to the conductivity band of the solid. T
will lead to the formation of CH3+ species whose energ
level is shifted downward and matches the occupied le
of the valence band. A bond may thus be formed betw
the HOMO of surface oxygen and the LUMO of meth
species, resulting in the formation of a surface meth
group. The energy level of the hydrogen radical matches
conductivity band and electron transfer to the surface oc
with the formation of a surface OH group.
This is confirmed by ab initio DFT cluster calculatio
on CH4 interacting with a V6O20H10 cluster that mod-
els the V2O5(010) surface. A repulsive potential is foun
for a methane molecule approaching the surface irres
tive of its orientation. Therefore, a priori activation of CH4
is assumed and the adsorption of isolated fragments (3
and H) is studied. The results of the calculations indic
that the CH3 fragment is preferentially adsorbed at the do
bly coordinated oxygen site O(2) (Eb = 1.3 eV), forming
an O(2)–C bond (RO(2)–C = 1.46 Å), whereas the H radica
becomes stabilized at the terminal oxygen (Eb = 2.25 eV),
leading to the typical O(1)–H bond (RO(1)–H = 0.99 Å);
see Figs. 7a and 7b, case I. However, moving the f
ments further apart lowers the total energy of the sys
(see Fig.7b, case II) and indicates possible H and CH3 sur-
face diffusion. Both fragments transfer electrons to the
face cluster, which results in the weakening of V–O surf
bonds.

A general conclusion can thus be formulated that
cleavage of the C–H bond of primary carbon proceeds w
the transfer of two electrons to the empty vanadium sur
levels and the formation of adsorbed alkoxy and surf
hydroxyl species as proposed in [22].

Generation of local energy levels in the band gap of
V2O5 through formation of surface oxygen vacancies (
cal level doubly occupied) or doping with potassium (lo
level singly occupied) has a strong influence on the ty
of species that are formed as the result of the cleavag
the C–H bond, and hence the CH3/surface interaction ca
be different. This is checked by simple calculations wh
the V2O9H8 cluster is taken as the model for the V2O5(010)
surface and its interaction with the CH3 species is exam
ined. Approaching the CH3 radical to doubly coordinate
oxygen in a nondefected cluster results in the formation
an alkoxyl group (RO(2)–C = 1.42 Å), where the distance o
the carbon atom to the nearest vanadiumRV–C = 2.86 Å.
The adsorption energyEb = 0.91 eV is smaller than tha
obtained for a bigger V6O20H10 cluster, showing the depen
dence of the results on cluster size and the limitations of
cluster approach. Interaction of the methyl radical with
V2O8H8 cluster, which models the O(2) vacancy, gives
adsorption energy (Eb = 1.92 eV) almost twice as large a
for an ideal V2O9 cluster. Here, the CH3 species approache
the surface more closely,RV–C = 2.30 Å, no alkoxyl group is
formed, and the surface becomes blocked by strongly bo
chemisorbed species. This is in line with earlier calculati
[42] performed for single V–On pseudomolecules, whic
showed that a bare vanadium site has a tendency to b
methyl group. The electron transfer, which is different
both cases (to the surfaceQCH3 = +0.26 for the V2O9H8
cluster, and from the clusterQCH3 = −0.13 for clusters with
vacancies, V2O8H8), can be explained by using the simp
molecular orbital diagram given in Fig. 6. The local doub
occupied state generated via formation of oxygen vacan
lies above the SOMO of CH3, which enables the transfer o
electrons into the organic species. The same electron t
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fer is expected to happen for the V10O31H12 cluster in the
cases of O(2) and O(1) vacancies (see the relative pos
of levels in Fig. 4) as well as for clusters doped by pot
sium (see Fig. 4). Created local states mediate the ele
transfer and decide on its direction.

In the case of a V–O/Ti–O cluster the energy level o
the CH3 species lies in the region of the valence band
the solid and no transfer of electrons from the CH3 species
to the solid, i.e., no oxidation of these species, could be
pected. This is a result of the shift of the upper edge of
valence band of the Ti3O13 cluster upward by about 2 e
in comparison with the V2O9 cluster and the narrowing o
the band gap to less than 2 eV. The experimental results
bandgaps of 3.0 eV for TiO2 and 2.2 eV for V2O5, the en-
ergy of the upper edge of the valence band being sim
This indicates that the cluster is too small to represent
changes of the properties of vanadia supported on tita
the results being very sensitive to the way saturation of
dangling bonds by hydrogen atoms is carried out. Never
less, the results presented in Fig. 6 indicate that depositio
vanadia on titania generates empty energy levels in the
gap of titania, which may mediate the transfer of electr
between the alkyl radical and the surface.

3.2. Comparison with electrocatalytic oxidation on
V2O5/TiO2 electrodes

The role of vanadium ions as sites involved as acce
levels of electrons transferred from a reacting hydrocar
molecule and responsible for its activation is corrobora
by the results of electrocatalytic oxidation of catechol
,

f

an electrode composed of TiO2 with supported vanadium
ions. The cyclic voltammetric curve on such an electr
shows two redox levels corresponding to the reduc
and oxidation of V5+/V4+ and V4+/V3+ couples, from
which the positions of their redox levels in the band g
of TiO2 could be estimated [43] (see Fig. 8). When
cyclic voltammetric experiment is carried out in an aque
solution containing 1× 10−2 M catechol, a high curren
is observed in the anodic region of the curve due to
oxidation of catechol according to the reaction

C6H4(OH)2 → C6H4O2 + 2H+ + 2e−.

In contrast, no current is observed in the absence of cate
in the solution. The oxidation and reduction currents may
taken as a direct measure of the rate of oxidation of cate
Direct proportionality is found between the oxidation c
rent, the reduction current, and the number of vanadium i
as measured by the amount of charge passing throug
electrode. This may be taken as evidence that surface v
dium ions are the active sites mediating the transfer of e
trons. From the position of the reduction and oxidation
trema on the cyclic voltammetry curve registered during
oxidation of catechol, the redox potential of this reaction
be estimated and compared with surface energy levels g
ated by vanadium ions at the surface of the titania electr
which are shown in Fig. 8. It may be seen that the re
potential corresponds to the V5+/V4+ level at the surface
of the electrode. In the flat band potential situation, w
no external potential is applied the vanadium V5+/V4+ ion
level is occupied; thus no transfer of electrons from the
dizing molecule can take place and no reaction is obser
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Fig. 8. Energetics of catechol oxidation on vanadium-doped TiO2 for the flat band potential (left part) and the applied external potential (right part).
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When an external potential is applied, the energy level
the solid become bent upwards, the Fermi level shifts be
the V4+/V3+ and V5+/V4+ levels, and the electrons from
these levels are moved into the conductivity band, leav
them in the vanadium 5+ state. Now these levels can med
ate the transfer of electrons from the reacting molecules
the conductivity band of the solid and the oxidation react
of catechol too-chinon may take place.

TiO2 is isomorphous with VO2, so vanadium ions form
ing a solid solution in the lattice of titania will be strong
stabilized in the V4+ oxidation state and reduction to V3+
will not occur. The fact that it is observed in electroc
alytic experiments is due to charge compensation by prot
which may enter into the surface layer of the solid [44,4
Also, the V5+ state would be unstable in the bulk but c
be stabilized at the surface by adsorbing oxygen ions.
conclusion is corroborated by the observation that no re
transformation of vanadium ions can be seen on the volt
metric curve when the experiment is carried out in caref
dehydrated acetonitrile in which no protons are availa
This points out to the possible role of hydrogen atoms
stracted in the course of the oxidation of hydrocarbon m
cules, under the conditions of heterogeneous oxidation r
tions. The hydrogen atoms at the surface of the oxide f
OH groups, which may modify the electronic properties
the surface. Formation of stable surface hydroxyl groups
been confirmed by DFT calculations performed for adso
tion of one and two hydrogens at structurally different s
face oxygen sites, which are present at the V2O5(010) sur-
face [37,38,40]. The influence of protons on the electro
state of the surface of an oxide catalyst in both electro
alytic processes and heterogeneous oxidation reaction
gas-phase oxygen makes the comparison of the results
imate.
,

-

-

4. Conclusions

Hydrocarbon and oxygen molecules can react al
many different reaction pathways, forming a complex n
work of consective and parallel elementary transformatio
A catalyst should accelerate only those consecutive s
that transform the initial molecule into a desired product
hinder all other elementary steps leading to the formatio
unwanted side-products. To this end the catalyst must be
to perform many functions [4,23]. A fundamental quest
emerges as to which parameters of the catalyst decide
the reacting system selects a given reaction pathway. A t
retical description by which one can try to answer this qu
tion is based on the concept of a potential energy surf
The minima on such a surface correspond to stable s
of the system, i.e., to the reactants in the initial state
the products in the final state, whereas local minima acc
for intermediate products of the investigated reaction
work and saddle points to the transition states. It should
remembered that different reaction pathways may be du
ther to the formation of different transiton states or to diff
ent transformations of a given transition state. The const
tion of a potential energy surface for such a complex reac
network is a formidable task [46] and can be solved only
understanding each elementary transformation one by
In the present paper we have discussed only the initial tr
formation consisting in the cleavage of the C–H bond in
hydrocarbon molecule. Each of the consecutive elemen
transformations may require a transfer of electrons betw
the reacting molecules and the solid oxide catalysts, w
is a much more complex phenomen than assumed in
electronic theory of catalysis. For interface electron tra
fer, quantum chemical requirements of matching energy
symmetry of frontier orbitals must be fulfilled. Howeve
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they can be adjusted; this may occur either by activatio
adsorbing molecules or by modifying the electronic prop
ties of the solid surface through generation of defects, in
duction of dopants, or deposition of the active phase o
support to form oxide monolayer-type catalysts.

By proceeding step by step, potential energy surface
the whole network of reactions between different hydro
bon molecules and oxygen will be constructed, opening
prospect of the molecular design of catalysts tailored to
needs of a required reaction. This will signify a change
the paradigm of catalysis.
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